World Organization to Investigate the Persecution of Falun Gong (WOIPFG)

To investigate the criminal conduct of all institutions, organizations, and individuals involved in the persecution of Falun Gong; to bring such investigation, no matter how long it takes, no matter how far and deep we have to search, to full closure; to exercise fundamental principles of humanity; and to restore and uphold justice in society.

An Organ Donation Office at the Red Cross Society of China, Henan Branch
Date: January 1, 2018 (Phone number: +86 37165949885)

Summary
1. There were not many organ donations in 2017. The successful ones were cases from the hospitals.
2. There were about 200 or 300 organ donation cases in 2017.
3. (Investigator: Are these donated organs only for Henan Province or also for other provinces?)
4. Red Cross: We follow the principle of proximity, the principle of giving priority to the nearest hospitals or the local ones in urgent need of organs. “(The organs) are all allocated by the centralized organ allocation system, not people.”
5. The Red Cross would pay the donor’s family some monetary assistance, which is very little.

Phone Investigation Recording
Red Cross: Hello.
Investigator: Hello. Happy New Year. I am also working in the Red Cross. Is that the Organ Donation Office at the Red Cross Society of China, Henan Branch?
Red Cross: Yes. We are the Organ Donation Office.
Investigator: Last year has passed and the new year has started. Did you have many organ donations last year?
Red Cross: Very little. Because they were cases from the hospitals.
Investigator: Yes. Because we have few donations here. The northern Chinese people are not open minded. So there are few organ donations. How many donations do you have in a year?
Red Cross: It is ok here. But the total number of organ donations hasn’t been tallied yet.
Investigator: About how many?
Red Cross: Several hundred cases.
Investigator: Several hundred cases? I mean the successful donations, the organs that can be used.
Red Cross: Yes, yes, several hundred cases of successful organ donations.
Investigator: About how many specifically?
Red Cross: 300 cases.
Investigator: About 200 or 300 cases?
Red Cross: Yes. About 200 or 300 cases. Yes.
Investigator: Are these donated organs only for Henan Province or also for other provinces?
Red Cross: We follow the principle of proximity, the principle of giving priority to the nearest hospitals or the local ones in urgent need of organs.
Investigator: I work in a hospital and help the hospital look for organs. We have few organ donations in Northern China. Are your donated organs also in short supply?
Red Cross: Now it is to push this effort further. It will be hard at the beginning. So it is slow at the beginning.
Investigator: Yes. Chinese people are not open-minded. So most of the people don’t want to do this, especially Chinese people.
Red Cross: Right, right.
Investigator: Can we use the donated organs from elderly people or death in emergency situations, like car accidents?
Red Cross: Oh.
Investigator: Some of those can’t be used, right?
Red Cross: Right.
Investigator: For the successful donations, they are directly allocated by the hospitals, right? Not by your Red Cross?
Red Cross: Yes. They are all allocated by the centralized organ allocation system, not people.
Investigator: If the donors are paid, the money is from you or from the hospitals?
Red Cross: We don’t have that. The donations here are all unpaid.
Investigator: The Red Cross is not in charge of paying money, right?
Red Cross: Right.
Investigator: So the donation has nothing to do with money.
Red Cross: The Red Cross would first evaluate the donor family’s financial situation. If they really have some financial difficulties, there is a monetary assistant fund in the Red Cross, but the payment is not much.
Investigator: The assistance money is provided by the government, right?
Red Cross: Yes.
Investigator: Ok. I got it.
Red Cross: Yes, yes.
Investigator: Happy New Year.
Red Cross: Ok. Thank you.
Investigator: Goodbye.
Red Cross: Okay, bye.